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ARES Net Reports

!by Dan O'Leary KG4ECI
AEC/Net Manager
!ARES Net Report for 03Oct2013

!
Forsyth County ARES

!S.E.T. 2013: Digital Activity

by Jim Mansfield WA4NOT,
EC, Forsyth County ARES

!Digital

messaging, including digital over voice radio
circuits will be the focus of this year’s North Carolina
Section ARES Simulated Emergency Test on one
Saturday morning each in November and December,
according to Section Emergency Coordinator Tom
Brown, N4TAB.
The exact dates are still to be
announced.

!Our 2012 SET concentrated on HF WINMOR / WINLINK

transmissions which generate email messages –
normally sent one-to-one, initiated by radio and inserted
into the internet for ultimate delivery; although WINxxx
messages can also move peer-to-peer between radios
without the internet link.
Robust and mature as
WINLINK is, says Brown, “it can’t accomplish one aspect
we think important – broadcast, or point-to-multipoint
message handling in near real-time.”
The latter capability will be included in this year’s SET
using MT-63 and OLIVIA, both available as free software
from W1HKJ. These programs work well on VHF-FM,
repeater or simplex, as well as on HF SSB; so
participation in the SET opens up to any interested ham
with a computer and a radio.
Depending on your
available equipment, the computer to radio link can be
an inexpensive cable, totally audio, or a combination of
the two.
Prepare for the SET and for digital activity by Forsyth
County ARES in 2014 by downloading Fldigi and Flarq
from www.w1hkj.com/download.html. W1HKJ also has a
“Beginner’s Guide” page on line.

Net Control Station: WS4FC (KG4ECI)
Check-ins: WA4NOT, KD4ENV, KK4PKO, KJ4YXC,
WF4DD, NA4P, KF4EOD, WA8IHW, KG4JWU,
WB9SZL, N4PAA, WA4ZKI, KC4WSK, WK4CW.
Topics: An after-action report RE: Tour to Tanglewood by
WA4NOT.
Training: None.
Net times: 20:30 - 21:05.

!ARES Net Report for 17Oct2013

Net Control Station: WS4FC (NA4P)
Check-ins: WA4NOT, KG4ECI, WB4QCM, KG4FGC,
KG4JWU, WB9SZL, N4PAA, WA4ZKI, AF4XC,
KC4WSK, K4KEU, KF4EOD, KE4ZFN, N4EY.
Topics: Simulated Emergency Test is upcoming;
November/December.
Training: WF4DD gave a synopsis of Nets - formal,
informal, and standby.
Net times: 20:30 - 21:03.

!ARES Net Report for 24Oct2013

Net Control Station: WS4FC (WK4CW)
Check-ins: WA4NOT, KG4ECI, WB4QCM, KG4FGC,
WF4DD, N4EY, WB9SZL, NA4P, WB4QXG, KC4WSK,
KK4RED, KJ4ENM.
Topics: A.R.E.S. S.E.T. reminder.
Training: WK4CW discussed digital modes for A.R.E.S.
Net times: 20:30 - 21:03.

!Please check into the weekly Forsyth County ARES Net

(Thursdays 20:30 local time) on 145.47 (T100) for
updates on the SET and for information / help with Fldigi.
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Diddle-de-dah-de-Don

!by Don, WS4NC
Ex - Newsletter Editor
!It has been a long run and I'm been happy to do the

Newsletter. It has been a long time since I was sitting in
Mike Mahan's house helping collate and stuff
Newsletters in the early 1980s. But it is more than time
for a new voice. Bob Gusek, KK4PKO has accepted the
Newsletter Editor job and I wish him well. Bob has a
world of technical experience and ideas and I can't wait
to them. This last month has been a real crunch for me
so I'm late in getting things turned over to him. So he
gets the trial by fire. I know it's hard looking at an empty
page with literally hours to a deadline. Especially in the
early days I would mangle callsigns and make major
mis-spellings but learning to fix that was part of the
experience. Hey, I have to go look at the license plate
on my truck to remember my own call sometimes.

!I want

to really thank several people who have
supported me with articles, other support and their good
humor. I'll probably leave someone out so I'll apologize
in advance. First is Dan O’Leary, KG4ECI who so
faithfully got the ARES Net reports done every month.
Before Dan-o there was Carl Brown, N4PAA doing the
ARES Reports. Every month, quite an accomplishment.
Jim Mansfield, WA4NOT for his superb ARES articles
and before Jim there was Eric Bowen WK4CW. James
Kretzschmar, AE7AX so very frequently provided really
great technical articles.
Henry Heidtmann, W2DZO
(when I would twist his arm) was a frequent contributor
with FARC activities.
Wilson Lamb, W4BOH; Dave
Rawley N4XO; Chuck Brydges, W4WXZ and others
would often contribute some wisdom on past FARC
history and an occasional item or two.
Phil Nunn,
KD4JZZ and Raymond Tabor, WX5AAA frequently
provided pictures when I couldn't (or just didn't). Bob
Gates, KJ4IC; John Kippe N0KTY; Melissa Hall,
W4RXG; Terry Brown, AK4D; Tom Gallagher, N4IOZ all
provided logistical support (I’m probably forgetting
someone here). Doc Holiday, WB4QIZ; Woody Kinney,
KF4PLQ; Jerry Minor, K4GW; and Raja Chattergee,
KB6MTH all helped in a number of ways, sometimes
articles and other support.
I want to thank Gene
Bowman WB4MSG for his contributions and for being a
good sport (I used his 160-meter station as a foil for one
of my longest and most technical April Fool's article).
And sadly there were so many SKs that helped over the
years especially Dick Genaille W4UW-SK, Jack
Davidson, NW4O-SK and Tink Kanoy W4DCW-SK
among so many others. Thank you all.

!

I'll still be providing some articles - I have a long stock of
old QSLs from Forsyth and surrounding counties thanks
to Dave N4XO. And I plan on some technical articles.
And April 1 articles are already brewing. So I'm not
leaving quietly.

!73, diddle-de-dah-de-Don

Public Service Opportunities

!Ham Radio has always been involved in Public Service,

we provide useful services, and it’s a good opportunity to
be an ambassador for our hobby. You can see what
opportunities are available by visiting the ‘Ham Public
S e r v i c e — N C ’ g r o u p o n Ya h o o a t h t t p : / /
groups.yahoo.com/groups/hpsnc. You can also join the
weekly ned on the Carolina 440 Link System
Wednesday nights at 7:30 pm.

QUA* – “IS THERE ANYONE THERE...ANYONE?”

!This October 30th marks the 75th anniversary of Orson
(From the November 2013 ARRL newsletter)

Welles’s famous radio rendition of the science fiction
novel, War of the Worlds. Most know of the chaos which
ensued when Welles’s production failed to insert
ongoing disclaimers. (One of the reasons we say, “This
is only a drill” frequently during ARES and AUXCOMM
exercises.) It’s still chilling dialogue even three quarters
of a century later, especially after the Martians have
destroyed much of earth and we hear the plaintive cry of
a Ham pleading, "2X2L calling CQ. Isn't there anyone on
the air? Isn't there anyone on the air? Isn't there...
anyone?" Many times I feel like 2X2L as I drive around
North Carolina and put out a call on local repeaters. With
the exception of some regular nets, most repeaters are
not only quiet, but I suspect not even monitored. Not
only is this a shame, but it’s potentially dangerous,
especially if someone needs help. What I find surprising
is that designated repeaters are quiet before regularly
scheduled club meetings and exam sessions. I was a
guest at a club meeting and wanted to alert the group I
would arrive a few minutes late. No one came back to
my calls on the machine associated with the club hosting
the meeting. At a recent exam session, I’m glad I had an
HT because a Ham looking to upgrade couldn’t find the
exam location and luckily I was monitoring. We all need
to listen more, but especially before and after Ham
related events in case someone has questions. Also,
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remember to bring your HTs to a meeting or session in
case there’s inquiry traffic. It seems our cell phones have
replaced our mobile rigs and HTs, and we need to get
back to basics for the good of all Hams.

!Frostfest

2014 is approaching! It will be held on
Saturday, February 1, 2014 at the Richmond Raceway
Complex, from 8:30AM until 3:30PM.

!We

are looking forward to a great hamfest with
manufacturers' representatives, new radio dealers,
accessory dealers, and many, many tables filled with
amateur radio equipment of all descriptions. There will
be VE Testing, forums and meetings, and much, much
more.

!Our Grand Prize is $1,000 in Frostfest Buck$. Also, Early

Bird ticket holders will be able to enter at 8AM, 30
minutes before General Admission starts!

!All the details can be found at http://www.frostfest.com.
!Tickets and tables can be purchased online at http://
www.frostfest.com.
!Plan on joining us for Frostfest 2014.
!Frostfest is sponsored by the Richmond Amateur
Telecommunications Society.
!
!From the Oct 17 testing sessions Walter, Bob, Peach,
James ,Shawn, Brian,
!Allow me to offer all of you a hearty congratulations the
on your New
Amateur licenses and Amateur License Upgrades:

!WALTER L WILSON KK4FAL G
!ROBERT F GUSEK KK4PKO G
!PEACH R TRAIL III KK4UGJ T
!

!SHAWN J FOWLER 27295 KK4UGL T
BRIAN D LONG 27040 KK4UGM T

!!
I look forward to chatting with each you on the air.

Frostfest 2014

FCC Testing
by Dale, WB9SZL

JAMES B HODSON JR KK4UGK T

New FCC Testing

!Amateur radio testing for new applicants as well as

upgrades will be given the 2nd Monday of every month,
except the month of December, prior to the FARC
regular meeting. The examination time is 6:30 PM and
the place is the Red Cross building on Coliseum Drive in
Winston-Salem. << Preregistration is required via e-mail
>>, listing the elements you wish to take, your email
address and your phone number.

!You may pre-register or get additional information via e-

mail to info <at> w4nc <dot> com, attention Dale
Mierisch WB9SZL. Replace <at> with the usual symbol.
(Please list “Ham Exam” in the email subject line of your
email.) Other examination dates/times will be published
in advance, as we schedule them. All test participants
are also invited to attend the monthly FARC session
which begins at 07:30PM

Fox Hunt Antennas

!For

those who missed out on building a Foxhunt
antenna, we still have supplies including a BNC cable,
available until supplies are gone; cost is $15, payable to
the treasurer. We found the dimensions to be a bit too
big, much trimming is required. The exact dimensions is
on the W4NC web site.

!Pictures are on www.w4nc.com.

Thanks to Cathy, KA3QPU, the November 2013, Exciter
is now available.

!
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Old Forsyth County QSLs
By Don WS4NC

!!
This month I’ve selected a few QSLs from around NC

possibly just a single 210 tube ran as an oscillator since
they were only hitting 25 watts. Still it was good contact
for those days. The receiver was a Schnell design which
I covered in a previous QSL article.

from the 1930s. All of these were on 40 meters and all
the cards are owned by Dave Rawley N4XO from High
Point. It is interesting to compare how well these stations
worked from what little we can gleam from the cards.
Two stations had fairly low power, and two were running
about 100 watts. How much was getting to the antenna
was a good question, but we can speculate that W4ABW
probably had the best antenna and most efficient station.
Then, as now, the antenna is the most important part of
the station.

!First up we have W4CS from Greensboro, postmarked

August 7, 1931 on the back. Chas. H. Stout, his call
matched his initials, essentially an early vanity call. You
could request an unassigned callsign in those days. And
conditions were poor “Hope to CUL when QRM is not so
bad.” Notice that he is on Bellevue St. I’ll leave it to you
to figure out why that caught my eye. Notice that he was
working 1BDW – no prefix, who had a DC signal,
important in those early days – spark was still legal. He
was using a tuned-plate tuned-grid transmitter with a 210
tube and 750 volts on the plate. No information about
his receiver.

!Next up is W4AEL Charles Marshburn from Greensboro

working W8CCS on June 21, 1930 at 10:50 AM. He too
was using a Hartley oscillator, I guessing just a single
171A tube with 200 volts on the plate. Meters were so
expensive in those days he may not have known what
power he was running but I would guess it was less than
20 watts. A home-made 3 tube receiver, it was probably
the same design used in the fourth QSL below. If you
can’t hear ‘em – you can’t work ‘em.

!

!!

!!
Second up is W4AKC, J. F. Abernethy in Gastonia, NC.

!This brings us to W4ABW, J. M. Styers also from

Humorously Max D. Saunders is listed as Sec. Treasurer
and Janitor. The Abernethy name rings bells with me but
I’m not sure why. And I’m not sure who the operator was
since the card is not signed. The contact was 7/27/1930
and the card was mailed October 2, 1930 to W8BZB.
J.F. and Max were using a Hartley oscillator circuit
(tapped coil for feedback) and a 210 output tube. Or

Gastonia, NC working W1BFA on June 28, 1932.
W1BFA, the station worked, had a DC tone meaning he
was using a tube transmitter. W4ABW’s receiver was a
three tube using a 51 tube, a 24 tube and a 27 tube. No
real audio amplifiers. W4ABW was using a pair of 210
tubes with 750 volts on the plate, probably in the
neighborhood of 100 watts. Antenna was a 66-foot
Zepp. Again, not sure how much was really being
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coupled to the antenna but a 66-foot Zepp was probably
a good match. This is why he was able to work some
really good DX including some VK and ZL stations which
he proudly noted around the edges of the card.

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS
501(c)3) North Carolina corporation for the promotion of
Amateur Radio, and for the education and training of
hams and the general public primarily in Forsyth County,
North Carolina.

!

FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in
operation ever since. We currently maintain a state-ofthe-art ham station in the basement of the Red Cross,
690 Coliseum Dr., Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain
two 2-meter repeaters, 146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47
(100 Hz tone) & 444.275 (100 Hz tone).

More QSLs next month. 73, Don

FARC has a general membership meeting with a
program on the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red
Cross building,690ColiseumDriveinWinston-Salem.
Theclub conducts its main business meeting (sometimes
called the Board Meeting) on the 3rd Monday generally
at the same location. This is where most of the club’s
business is
conductedandallattendingmembershaveavote. Allclub
members are strongly encouraged to attend the
business meeting. For more information about FARC
mail us at FARC, Inc., PO Box 11361, Winston-Salem,
NC, 27116; call 336-245-5740; or visit out web site at
www.w4nc.com . Club email is to info -at w4nc.com .
Officers for 2013 are: President: Tim King AG4RZ
Vice-President: Jerry Minor K4GW
Secretary: Don Edwards WS4NC
Treasurer: Henry Heidtmann W2DZO
Newsletter Editor: Bob Gusek, KK4PKO
To join our list server send a blank email to w4ncsubscribe@egroups.com
All content is Copyright 2013 by Forsyth Amateur Radio
Club,Inc,unlessotherwisenoted. Permissionisgivento
reproduce for non-commercial purposes provided proper
credit is given. If you would like to help support the
newsletter with an ad, please contact Don Edwards
(email: ws4nc<at>arrl.net).
Addeadlinesare7daysbeforethe endofthemonth.
Ratesare$50for12months. Cheap!
We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many local
clubsareonourmailinglist. Ifyourclubhasanewsletter and
would like to trade please send us a copy.
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Announcing the
WB4ZWS Cedric S. Rodney Memorial Upgrade Scholarship 2013	

Purpose: To encourage young hams in and near Forsyth County NC to upgrade to General Class or higher. FARC has
been donated these radios and we and the Rodney Family feel that the best use is to encourage young hams to enter the
hobby. We especially want to encourage younger members of the ham radio community to be involved in exploring the
world through HF radio. We also have some donated 2 meter radios and we will be making awards of these to those who
qualify at the Technician level. Please note that all of these prizes are awarded on a random drawing basis.	

Instructions: Fill out page 3 (continued on page 4 if necessary) and mail pages 3 & 4 only to:	

	

	

	


WB4ZWS Memorial Youth Scholarship Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
PO Box 11361
Winston-Salem, NC 27116-1361	


Proposed Rules:	

1. Applicants must be under 18 years of age by December 9, 2013.	

2. Winners of HF prizes must be General Class or Higher (exceptions see Paragraph 9 Technicians). HF radios will only
be awarded to General Class or higher FCC amateur radio licensees. Winners of two meter radios as provided in
paragraph 9 must be holders of a Technician Class FCC amateur radio license	

3. Applicants must have taken an FCC exam at an FARC FCC Examination during the year 2013 (before December 31,
2013) – or be holders of an FCC Extra Class amateur radio license. Technician class applicants must at least attempt
the General or Higher Class Exam in order to qualify for Technician level awards.	

4. Applicants must be a member of FARC (any FCC exam taken at an FARC examination session qualifies for free
current year FARC membership when the examinees fill out an FARC application at that test session) and be a resident
of Forsyth or immediately adjacent counties and have attended at least one FARC meeting or event during 2013.	

5. Applicants must submit a properly-filled application for the award by US Mail to FARC, PO Box 11361, WinstonSalem, NC 27116-1361 and applications must be postmarked 11/30/2013 or before. Parental approval is required on
the application. ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED – NONE WILL BE ACCEPTED THROUGH ANY
OTHER MEANS.	

6. Applications will be selected by random drawing at the Annual December Dinner	

WB4ZWS 2013 Memorial Scholarship Page 1	

meeting, December 9, 2013, or on such date as the December meeting is scheduled if the December meeting date is
changed. Applicants do NOT have to be present to win.	

7. Applicants must fill out a fifty or fewer words answer to the question “Why I would like to win one of these prizes.”	


!
!
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8. Prizes: At the moment the exact prizes are yet to be determined. There will be an award of at least one HF transceiver
for the General (or Higher) class award and at least one 2-Meter transceiver for the Technician-Class award. There may
be others.	

9. Technician level: For applicants that have passed only Technician class there will be awards of two [OR MORE?] 2m
Radios. These will only be awarded to Technician class amateurs that meet all of the other requirements above except
requirement 2. General Class and above do NOT qualify for Technician awards. Envelopes for the Technician Class
Awards must be marked "Technician" on the exterior of the envelope. Technician class applicants must at least
attempt the General or Higher Class Exam in order to qualify for Technician level awards.	

10. Decisions by the officers of FARC are final. FARC may, or may not, sponsor awards in future years pending upon
availability of donated radios. No cash value. Applications become the property of Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
Application includes permission to publish photos of winners and details of any and all awards.	

11. Prize substitutions may be made at the discretion of FARC officials. Prizes are donated older radios that have been
checked and working at the time of award, no guarantee implied and no cash substitutions. Applicants must have parental
approval.	

12. Each application received, after being checked for completeness, will be sealed in an opaque envelope with no
distinguishing marks before being placed in a box for random selection. Technician entries will be kept separate from
General or higher class entries.	

13. Applicant agrees to abide by rules. Any disagreement will be settled by arbitration.	


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPLICATION FOR WB4ZWS CEDRIC RODNEY MEMORIAL
YOUTH HAM RADIO SCHOLARSHIP	

	

 1.	


Name:____________________________________________________________ 	


	

 2.	


Callsign:__________________________________________________________ 	


	

 3.	


Class of License:____________________________________________________ 	


	

 4.	


Address:__________________________________________________________ 	


	

 5.	


City, State Zip: _____________________________________________________ 	


	

 6.	


Phone number:_____________________________________________________ 	


	

 7.	


Date of last FCC exam taken at an FARC sponsored exam:__________________ 	


	

 8.	


What FARC programs or activities would you like to see?___________________ 	


____________________________________________________________________	

We (Applicant and Parent/Guardian) agree to abide by the rules established for the Cedric Rodney WB4ZWS Youth
Scholarship as published on the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc website and have read the attached rules and agree to
abide by them. Parental signature acknowledges permission to publish photos and details of awards.	

	

 9.	


Parental or Guardian Signature:________________________________________ 	


	

 10.	

 Applicant’s Signature:_______________________________________________ 	

	

 11.	

 Date of birth:______________________________________________________ 	

	

 12.	

 In fifty words or fewer and in your own handwriting describe why winning one of these prizes is important to you
in the space below (use the back of this application if necessary). 	


!
!
!
!
!
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Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
PO Box 11361
Winston-Salem, NC 27106-1361
336-245-5740	
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